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Strike Vote
Today
By State
Workers

by Jay Wilson
News Editor
Eastern employees belonging to
the Washington Federation of State
Employees (WFSE) will vote today
on whether to strike or not.
Should two-third of the union
members in Washington decide to
strike, state employees across
Washington could be on strike
within ten days.
Officials from several major unions in Washington claim the strike
will be to protest inadequate pay
raises suggested for them by the
state legislature.
The
legislature
has
recommended an 11.43 per cent in·
crease in funds available for state
employees salaries, which if passed,
would be effective until July 1 when
a new biennium begins.
This recommendation, which is
contained in a supplemental bill, has
been passed by the House but is
currently being considered by the
Senate.
The WFSE contends a minimum
raise of 16.4 per cent is needed
along with further increases in the
new biennal budget.
The possibility of a strike has
been building for several months,
because state employees belonging
to several different unions feels
their salaries have not kept up with
cost-of-living increases and inf la·
tion.
The United Workers Union·
Independent (UWUI) passed a
strike support resolution Jan. 7
saying it would support a state
employee strike for higher wages by
not crossing picket lines.
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$200 Across the Board
The UWUI has been campaigning
for a $200 across-the-board in·
crease for all state employees for
1975 with another $100 raise for
all state employees in 1976.
It sites a 30 per cent cost-of·
living increase since 197 2 as the
reason for these pay hikes.
The Washington Sta t e
Employees Association has also
voted its leadership the right to call
a strike . According to the
Associated Press this organization
could strike at the same time the
WFSE does.
The WFSE is the union representing many of the employees at
Eastern. Fred Johns, vice-president
for business and management, said
about 55 to 65 per cent of the
classified employees at EWSC are
union members.
Classified employees are not
faculty or administration. They are
people employed in maintenance,
food service, clerical, and other
positions under Civil Service
400 Could Strike
Johns said there are ap proximate ly 400 cl assified
employees at Eastern, and these
would be the people who could go
on strike.
The strike could become more
far-reaching, however. The obvious
factor is that it would be a state·
wide strike by employees in many
different jobs, but another factor
lies with who would honor the strike.
There are at least three faculty
organizations on campus which
could decide to honor the strike.

The Nat ional Soc i ety of
Professors (NSP) sent out a flyer
Monday urging the f acui ty to
schedule a meeting to discuss the
strike and to formulate a policy concerning it.
The flyer said in part, "our faculty
senate has passed a resolution supporting certified staff efforts to obtain higher salaries. However, this
does not help faculty solve the
major questions confron ting 1t:
WHETHER OR NOT TO CROSS
CAMPUS PICKET LI NES."
Faculty President Elroy McDer·
matt said earlier this week he is in
favor of calling a meeting where
this problem can be discussed.
The outcome of this meeting
could be highly vital to the question
of whether many classes will con·
tinue to meet.
Honor Picket Lines
Another problem related to the
strike concerns whether non-union
employees will honor the picket
lines. According to Fred Johns this
situation is unprecedented and
therefore no one can predict what is
going to happen.
Johns said however, the union
has agreed to provide a minimum of
services so the college can remain
open. He said there will be some
sort of service at the heating plant,
Tawanka, Campus Safety, and the
dorms.
He said, "Beyond that we've
made plans to use Administrative'
personnel to provide as many services as possible."
He said the union will also
provide emergency repairs because
it doesn't want damage done to
state property.
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Faculty Divided In Push For Pay Raise
by Jay Wilson
News Editor
Faculty at EWSC in the state are
agreed they need a raise, but how
much and how to get it and how far
to go remain major stumbling blocks
in the fight for an increase.
There is no question that faculty
salaries at four year colleges have
lagged behind the rise in incomes of
other people.
There seems to be little question
faculty salaries have lagged behind
faculty salaries in other states.
Several comparison studies have
been done showing how salaries for
faculty in the state have gotten
worse than most other salaries.
Using doctor's incomes as a 100
per cent base, Philip Marshall, vicepresident for academic affairs, com-

piled a table showing professors
salaries dropped from 57 per cent
of this base in 1949 to 39 per cent
in 1974, while dentists and lawyers
remained about the same.
The college also goes by a seven
state comparison. It compares its
salaries with those in seven states
which are similar in many ways to
Washington. I~ the last few years
Washington has lagged behind
these states in raising faculty
salaries.
The result of this has been a
general consensus among faculty
that they need their salaries increased, but a general lack of
organization among them has complicated the effort to get the in·
crease.
Faculty members can and are

THE CAREER EDUCATION PROJECT TRAILER has been on campus since
Tuesday. The trailer contains career education materials, teacher·
developed unit and lesson plans and the newest career education commercial materials which are available to teachers and college students and can
be copied for individual use. The trailer is located near the mall. (Photo:
Tom Routt)

being represented by at least five
different organizations pushing for
a salary hike.
There are three major faculty
organizations on campus. These
are: The American Federation of
Teachers (AFT), The National Society of Professors (NSP}, and The
American Association of University
Professors (AAUP).
If a professor is represented by
none of these he can still be
represented by the Council of Facuity Representatives (CFR) which has
three members from each of the
four year colleges and universities
in the state.
There is also the Committee of
1000 which is a businessman's
group pushing for better faculty
salaries.
Al Neils, a member of the AFT,
said the lack of organization among
Eastern's faculty is a main reason
the legislature has been doing little
with the problem of the increase.
There is a supplemental bill in the
Senate now which would provide a
ten per cent increase in faculty
salaries, but he called this amoun t
"grossly inadequate".
Neils said a 31 per cent increase
is needed to make up for the costof -living increases incurred in the
past few years. He said the policy of
the AFT is to catch up and keep up
with the salary situation of the late
sixties.
Sue Wallace of the NSP said the
NSP is in agreement with the AFT
tha t a 30 per cent increase is
needed, but they are pushing for
what they can get n0w.
The NSP is a branch of the
Washington Education Association.
It has four _lobbyists in Olympia
working for a salary increase.
Gripes

Wallace said one of NSP's gripes
1s a meritorius rider put on the

supp lem en ta l bill . This rider
stipulates a faculty member must
be shown to be meritorius to get the
ten per cent raise, and she feels it
has nothing to do with the fact the
increase is needed just to offset the
cost -of -living increase.
The CFR and the Committee of
1000 are both asking for pay in·
creases but have not come out with
specific amounts they feel are
necessary.
The increase in the salaries
created by the supplemental bill
seems to be a placebo for facuities
in the different colleges, so the
legislature can decide what to do
about faculty salaries in the next
b1enn1um.
Collective Bargaining

At this time, four year college
fa culties are prohibited from
bargaining collectively, but a bill 1s
now before the Senate which would
allow collective bargaining.
At a recent hearing in Olympia
every faculty organiza tion except
one spoke out in favor of the bill.
The NSP wh ich didn't like 1t has submitted their own bill which they
think would be stronger.
Both the AFT and the NSP are
pessi~ist1c about the passage of a
collective bargaining bill, but dis-

agree on the course of action to be
taken.
The AFT 1s preparing to ask the
Attorney General for a ruling to see
if faculties already have the right to
strike. If he gives an adverse ruling,
they are planning to challenge it
through the court system.
The NSP on the other hand feels
a court case is not feasible and is
working to make facu lty more
aware of the issues in higher education and prepare them to do a
be tter job.
While not always agreed on the
methods which should be u5ed to
secure better salaries and a better
barga1n1ng posi t io n,
he
organizations are agreed more
facuity organization is needed 1n he
continuing fight with the leg1sla ure.
They feel a united facu l y will be
the only way to win concessions
which have been necessary for a
long time.
West Stone, assistant professor
of mathematics, summed up his
pos1t1on by saying, "The recent actions of the legislature have eroded
the quality of higher education in
the state of Wa shington during the
past four or five years. I 1s abou
time the facul ty realizes hat he
only hope of stopping this erosion 1s
for concerted ac 10n."

Planners Stage Conference
The Urban and Regional Planning
Center will hold a conference of
planners entitled, "Planners, Who
Needs Us?" this wee end.
This is the first such conference
to be held at Eastern and will be
attended by students and facul ty
from several co llege 1n the
Northwest.

The confereQce will explore the
Job poss1b1llt1es or planning maJors
and serve as a forum for planning
faculty to 1scuss the !ates rends
in planning and the teaching of planning.
Prominent planners in government and the private sector will lso
part1c1pate.

Showalter Goofs

reading Mr. Adebesin's letter I do
feel this episo~e was generated by
a malignant minority. The AS
Lesislature is made up of a responDear Editor:
sible group of individuals who I hope
The staff at Showalter has got to
be the most inefficient bunch in this incident does not discourage
and disgrace.
·
existence. I've been at Eastern for
There
are
indeed
important
four quarters and every quarter so
far they have succeeded in screwing · issues such as the services and acup either my records or my tivities fees which Pat Hayes,
believe it or not political journalist
finances.
And it is not just me, nine out of Jeff Lorello, and the AS Legislature
13 students I talked to are having are confronting so I hope the backstabbing crap will cease.
similar pr6blems.
David A. Hastings
The most recent incident involves
Senior, History
a letter sent to my parents,
threatening them with a lawsuit!
Student Financial Aid wanted
by Jeff Lorello
$50 I had paid back in January. I
Managing Editor
After questions were ra ised last week about a memo by EWSC President have my receipt. I got one bill and Dear Editor,
I am deeply troubled by the way
Emerson Shuck concerning the formulation of a services and activities fees called them to .tell them I had
already
paid
it,
and
was
told·
the
certain
information regarding Pat
committee, Shuck thought it best to write another memo clarifying the first
Hayes'
views
on the memo from
mess
would
be
cleared
up.
one. We're glad he did because it reinforces our stance against this so
This
institution
rips
off
enough
President
Shuck
were presented in
called "Services and Activities Fee Budget Coordination Committee." ·
money legally without having te> the last issue of The Easterner.
Pat Haxes mad~ some
First of all Shuck declared the new committee would be an all-college resort to illegal means. The turkeys
at
Showalter
better
get
their
shit
statements
regarding what he
committee, t~ereby allowing all appointments on the committee to be made
by the AS President. The .obvious problem regarding this point is that it together, or they maY, have a law- thought was the gist- of the memo
from Shuck. But in making these
gives AS President Pat Hayes the right to stack the committee with himself suit on their hands.
Julie Clayton
statements,· he emphasized that
_and his various "yes-men" up on the third floor of the PUB.
these were preliminary assumptions
and
urged the AS Legislature to
Shuck himself has indicated this proposal is an "act of good faith in
postpone
any action on this issue
seeking substantive advice by students and faculty members upon Dear Editor,
until
a
definite
interpretation was
budgeting of college resources generated through the services and ac·On shades of McCarthyism, the rendered.
tivities fees committee in the best interests of all students." Shuck calls sensationalist press strikes again
As it turned out, Pat Hayes gave
student money "college resources," and further asserts the. best interesets .on their 'Law and Order Campaign'
more
er.edit to President Chuck than
of students will be served by out-of-touch faculty members and political ap- against the hard working AS Presi· .
he deserved. It seems that Shuck
pointees.
dent Pat Hayes.
was attempting to take powers pver
This time the press only points the budget g-ranted the·· AS
out
an incident entitled "AS Presi- Legislature by the AS Constitution
Shuck goes on to clari~y the process of how student members .of the
dent
to be Under · lnvestigation," that was approved by the Board of.
committee will be chosen. He says his intent in asking the legislature to
which
resembles some comical Trustees.
"elect'' the four student members is to, "provide as flexible opportunity as
diabolical
conspiracy.
possible for the legislature to.achieve broad non-partisan student represenThere was not one indication by
·
The
vocal
agitator, legislator Vic Jeff Lorello in his editorial last" week
tation." As pointed out, an. all-college committees students are not elected
but appointed, and with appointments coming from one person (The AS Pestrin, brought to the AS entitled "Bad Advice Last Week"
legislature accusations, or whatever tha,t Hayes had urged the
President), "broad non-partisan support" is a dream.
he wants to call them, against Pat, legislature to postpone this matter
Gary Nisker and various executive for another- week until a,clear interThe last part of Shuck's memo is the most perverted. Here Shuck states cabinet members.
pretatiqn of Cbuck's memo. was
review by the AS Legislature of the committee's recommendations is an efA trial, inve~tigation, whatever, received.
fort to permit the comr:nrttee to reconsid.er its original budget, but a t the took place which answered these
If Lorello is going to rake a persame time to "avoid forcing them (the c9mmittee) to change their ;.con- accusations, so hopefully all is back · son over the coals, he should at
sidered recommendations, if they do not see fit."
to normal.
least show Mr. Hayes the courtesy
The . thing that bothers me was of printing alt of the relevant inforwhy Vic Pestiin, a legislator, did not mation. Leaving pertinent informaShuck continues by declaring, "it is intended that the AS Legislature shall confront those he accused and find tion out of an editorial can serve the
not re-do the work of the committee and specifically it shall not call its own out what was happening before he case of giving a misrepresentation
hearings on individual budgeting requests." There you have it. Students forced a trial? It appears to me that of the facts. I would have to conelected by students to disburse student money, cut out of the picture. In these acc·usations could have been tend that our AS PresideAt was not,
effect ·this proposal calls for dissolution of the Legislative Branch of the researched and the answers. found "out to lunch."
·
government, leaving the Executive Branch to take care of business. And to by any aware EWSC student.
Pat Hayes is the last person who
One possil:>le answer could be, would allow the administration of
whom is the Executive Branch accountable?
according to the press, Pat Hayes is this school to encroach upon the
omniscient · and the fourte_eri
This stacked, committee is also responsible for allocating the legislators are politically impotent. rights guaranteed the students.
What Hayes was doing was seeking
legislature's budget. If the committee sees fit to drastically cut the
Another theory 4S Mr. Pestrin is
legislature's budget-which they no doubt will since the functions of the
to find a clear interpretation of this
politically impotent.
memo.
legislature will be cut considerably-any objections to such a move would
A third possible solution could be
A person has got to start
carry no weig~t.
that Vic is on some "pestering" (sic) somewhere when solving a problem.
campaign. I really don't know or Hayes may have given Shuck too
As pointed out last week, student control of student money has dwindled care for the whole incident seems much credit, but he had to start
by leaps and bounds in the last five years due to Shuck and his premise of disgustingly trite and vindictive.
somewhere in seeking a solution to
Observing the hearing and the problem.
student ineptness. What else can it be called.In a slowly, calculated set of
events. student power over disbursal of student money has reached the
point where this money is allocated by a token committee resembling an
image of student representation.

Editorials

Shuck's Clarification
Shows No Compromise

•:,

Hayes Backed

~
,,

Hayes Defended

---

AS President Pat Hayes, and the Legislat~re have voiced their opposition to such an obvious power-play, but if they fail to follow through on
such opposition,.they should resign themselves to the fact they are pawns
to be manuevered about by the caesar-like whims of president S,huck.
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1,

I would agree with Mr. Lorello
that last spring's recommendation
regarding the Services. and Activities Fees Committee is a good
one. If the AS Legislature were to
lose its power to budget, then what
would be the purpose of having a
-student government.
If student government doesn't
control the Services and Activities
Fees; then it has no power at all.
This:would result in the administration telling the students what
programs they shall have and what
programs they shall not have.
Dave Breidenbach, Pos. #1
Richard Spaulding, Pos. 117
Gary R. Nisker, Pos. #9
Chris Hickey, Pos. #14
Roger Sandon, Pas. #15.
Har.Ian Eaglebear, Pos. #4
Curtis Schnell, Pos. #2
Nancy Knight, Pos. #10 _
Rhonda Candler, Pas. #8
Cindy Glover, Pos. #12

Bond Replies
Dear 'Editor:
Several of my, friends sent me
copies of the cartoon and story
featuring my opposi~ion to campus
liquor sales which appeared in your
paper last week (Feb. 20)
The story was pretty accurate
but the cartoon was a little'
flattering. While I have been
working out with the weight set J.
brought to Olympia, my sho\Jldef
and upper arm development is not
quite as good as .the picture would
indicate.
I'll pin the picture on the wall for
inspiration and put some heavier
weight on the bar.
Best,
Dick Bond
I

;

..

-..
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Lorello Named
New Edi.tor

Jeff Lorello, managing,
editor of The Easterner, was
selected ·as the new editor of
the paper for Spring Quarter by
the Publications Commission
at a meeting held Friday.
Lorello had worked as
associate editor for the fall
quarter. He . is a senior,
.majoring in Journalism, and
said he planned no major
changes in the newspaper.
The present editor, Carl
Wirsching, is stepping down to
concentrate on his studies.
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Strike or Hike?

fluence over the legislative process.
Employees should come to a
general consensus as soon as possible because internal affairs could ·
create deep wounds that would
make future negotiations difficult.

Do you think the Washington
Federation of State Employees
should take the 11.4 per cent pay
hike proposed by the State
Leatslature or strike for a hi1her In·
crease?
.

..,

flationary trends and update
salaries to current acceptance, then
the 11.4 per cent should be taken. If
not, then they should definitely
strike for .a higher percentage.

,

.

. •· ,;l
,.

Dean Lenz
Senior-Art
Strike. Because employees are
underpaid and should get a higher
hike than 11.4 per cent. They ·
deserve an increase regardless of
the inflationary repercu$sions.
Mike Kvamme
Graduate Student-Biolo1y,
Chemistry.
They should take the 11.4 per
cent hike. If they wanted more they
should have pushed for more before
the current economic crisis. Now is
the worst time, public relationswise, to push for such an increase.

'linocch.io' Presented
An original musical version of the
classic story 11Pinocchio" will be
presented Sunday at 1 and 3 p.m. in
the College Theatre by the Spokane
Children's Theatre.
Several Eastern students including Doug Kropff, who wrote the
'book' and Jerry Kraft, who wrote
the lyrics, are involved in the
_production which has been playing
in Spokane since Feb. 22.
Price of admission is 75 cents
with no reserved seats.

1

Kelly Bippes
Junior.Psycholog
State Wor1'er
Strike. Because we haven't had
the raises in the ,last few years
relative to other state employees.
They are playing a political game
(the union and legislature) and
taking their own sweet time.
Therefore we should strike to show
we mean business. It would be a
bad economic measure, but we are
underpaid state employees.

';,,

Pam Makay
Junior-Physical Ed.
They should take the· proposed
hike. If they strike and don't get
results they will be worse off than
they were before. You have to consider the people who will get hurt
during the strike. It will be a lot of
hassle for students.

Poet To Read Works

Miller To Speak

Gary Malmquist
Senior-Political Science
Off the wall I would say strike.
Their option for increased pay
raises should be more flexible,
meanin they should have mOre in-

LUBE&OIL

s3,,

•Marfak Lubrication
.•Up Te 5 Qts. Havoline
•Safety Inspection

Dr. Stanley Miller, university of
California at Berkeley classics
professor, wm speak on "Gold
Jewelry in Ancient Greece" Friday
at 1 p.m. in Patterson Hall.
Dr. Stanley is also field director
of the Nemea Excavations in
Greece for UC and has participated
in archeological excavations at
Morgantina, Sicily, and Olympia and
·the Athenian Agor~. i~ Greece.

SPRING 1ilRE
CHANGE-OVER
sl 7 7 /Tire
•Taf<e Off Snows
• Put On Hyways

Nancy Monroe
Freshman-undeclared
Take the hike. If they want more
money and . are offered more
money, they should take it
regardless of the amount. They
should be satisfied with an 11.4 per
cent increase. If a _person feels they
·need more money a compromise
figure should be agreed upon.
Money is hard to come by these
days.

Jim Juselar
Senior-Business
If the increase is a sufficient
wage increase to. meet the in-

Poet Robert P~ Dana will be
reading selections from his works
Mar. 10 at 8 p.m. in Kennedy
Auditorium.
Dana was born in Massachusetts.
and is a graduate of Drake University and the University of Iowa. He
has served as the editor of The
Hillside Press and later revived and
edited The North American Review.

Faculty News Notes
John R. Keeble, visiting instructor
in English, and Ransom Jeffery have
co-authored the book, "MINE,"
which has now been released in
paperback by Warner Books, Inc.
Dr. R. Boyd Devin, chairman of
the drama department, will direct
the Ta ming of the Shrew in April.

foster the serious study of sport
fishing and conservation.

Dr. David S. Rostkoski, associate
professor of music, has been
elected state president of the Music
Teachers National Association.

"AFTER THE BLIZZARD," the
latest book of poety by James J.
McAuley, associate professor of
English, was published in February
by the University of Missouri Press.

Dr. Fred Lauritsen, professor of
history, chaired the session on
"Law, Order and Doctrine" at the
meeting of the Mediaeval Association of the Pacific, held at the
University of Washington, Feb. 2122.

Dr. Claude Nichols, professor of
history, has been assisting Kennedy
Library in organizing the Northwest
Angling Center, which he hopes will

John A. Duenow, assistant
professor of music, is currently
directing seven performances of
"Man of La Mancha."

What's Happening

""'

· fAVE ONTIRES $AVE
88
liEXACO Delux Shocks D.E. Type 53 plus install/ ea.

John~s
Tire Center

819· 1st
235-61 30

TiEXACO
MASTERCHARGE BANKAMERICARD TRAVELCARD
Offers Good Thriu Marich 31
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by Debbie Malgesini
Contributing Writer
Today: "Our Town" ·- 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
Jose Concert - 7:30 p.m. - Den in the PUB
"Man of La Mancha" - 8:15 o,n, - Showalter Auditoriu·m
Dance with the Wright Brothers - 9 p.m. - PUB
Tomorrow: "Our Town" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
Mike Marker Benefit Concert for Longaneckers - 7:30 p.m.
- Den in the PUB
"Man of La Mancha" - 8:15 p.m. - Showalter Auditorium
BSU Dance - 9 p.m. - PUB
Lecture by Steven Miller - 1 p.m. - Patterson Aud.
Saturday: Film "Jeremiah Johnson" - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
"Our Town" - 7:30 p.m. - College Theatre
Sunday: Steve Minnich Sr. Vocal Recital - 3 p.m. - Music Recital
Building
Film "Jeremiah Johnson" - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
Monday: "Bats" Art Exhibition - 8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Gallery
Brian Seim Sr. Vocal Recital - 8:15 p.m. - Music Recital
Building
Tuesday: "Bats" Art Exhibition - 8 a.m. · 5 p.m. - Art Gallery
Films "The Heart of Texas Ryan", "Destry Rides Again " & "The
Virginian" - 7:30 p.m. - PUB
EWSC Percussion Ensemble Concert - 8:15 p.m. - Music
Recital Building
Wednesday: All College Talent Show - 7:30 p.m. - Den in the PUB
Mae Senechal & Hobin Stilwell joint Jr. Recital - 7:30 p.m.
- Music Recital Hall
, ..
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Misappropriation O.f Funds

AS President Refutes Charges
_.,.

by Pam Peterson
News Writer
The committee formed to in·
vestigate AS Legislator Vic
Pestrin's allegation that AS President Pat Hayes has misap·
propriated AS funds met Feb. 26 at
3 p.m. in the PUB to consider the
allegation.
In addition to misappropriation of
funds Pestrin also maintained
Hayes and Speaker of the House
Gary Nisker had failed to meet their

responsibilities stated in Article IV,
Section 4 and Article Ill, Section 8
respectively in that they had failed
to uphold the constitution and
execute legislative decisions.
In support of the latter, Pestrin
first contended Bill No. 74-75/168
limiting use of the sign-making
machine and materials and supplies
to AS events only and stipulating
the officers, and committee
members with written anp signed
authorizations, allowed to use the

machine, had been violated.
He contended Joe Russell had
used the machine without written
authori.zation and Carl Raley had
used it to publicize a dance being
held at Fairchild AFB.
His next charge concerned Bill
No. 74-75/165, "An act relating to
the Intramural Board of Control
(IBOC)". He contended the committee set up under the provisions
of Section 2 had not met once to
fulfill their responsibilities outlined

AS PRESIDENT PAT HAYES ANSWERS ALLEGATIONS by AS Legislator Vic Pestrin of misappropriation of AS funds
before a special committee formed to investigate the matter Feb. 26 at 3 p.m. in the PUB. (Photo: Jim Elliott)

By Colleges

Watergaters Shunned
(EARTH NEWS) - The movement to stop the Watergate conspirators from cashing in on their
notoriety by speaking on college
campuses is picking up steam
across the · country. And , even
former Nixon "mouthpiece" Ron
Ziegler is facing his share of
protests.
Following numerous complaints,
the student government at

Michigan State- University has
withdrawn its ) 1,250 offer to
Ziegler to speak on campus. And, if
the administration goes ahead with
its part of the original offer to pay
Ziegler $2,500, the student government has voted to call for massive
picketi ng and a boycott of the talk.
Similarly, a $3,000 offer was
withdrawn by Boston University's
student governemnt recently, after

New York Proposes Law
To Legalize Marijuana
ALBANY_. N.Y. - (EARTH NEWS)
- A bill will soon be introduced in
the Ne~ Y~rk"legislature to legalize
the cult1vat1on, distribution and sale
of marijuana to persons over 18years old.

Lip Reading Offered
A hp reading program for the
hard of hearing will be offered
spring quarter at the Speech and
Hearing Clinic, according to Dorvan
H. Breitenfeldt, clinic director.
The sessions will be held on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3 to
5 p.m. The sessions will begin Apr. 3
and run until June 5.
There are a limited number of
openings available for this free
program. Those interested should
contact the clinic at 359-2301 ,
Breitenfeldt said.

'

The bil.1, spon so red by two
Democratic legislators, wouid establish a marijuana control authority
in the state government to regulate
production, manufacutre and distribution of the drug. The state
would be responsible for overseeing
cultivation of the drug, and would
regulate sales through state liquor
stores, where a tax would be imposed on the substance similar to
the tax on alcohol.
In the face of the proposed
legislation, New York Governor
Hugh Carey announced that he is
co nsi de r ing l egi sl ati-o n t o
"dec rim in ali ze" marijuana similar to the law in Oregon. Te
Governor's proposal would fall short
of full legalization , but would
remove crimina l penalt ies fo r
possesesion, replacing them with
fines or mandatory sessions at a
health clinic.
,

increasing protests from students
and faculty members.
At the same time, former Nixon
attorney John Dean has decided to
continue his controversial speaking
tour, despite protests at practically
every campus he visits. Some 50
people in two different protest
groups demonstrated outside
Dean's recent speech at Cleveland
State University, and movements
are mushrooming to stop Dean's
appearances at such campuses as
Georgetown University and the
University of Maryland. Dean stands
to make close to $200,000 on his
speaking tour.
At Michigan State, the student
government's resolution explained,
"It's unfair that Ziegler should continue to get rich as a result of his
participation in an attack on the
America n people on behalf of
special interests."

War Resisters

in Section 3 of the bill.
His next example of the
president's and speaker's alleged
failure to carry out legislation in·
valved Bill No. 73-74/121 concerning the placement of newspapers
to which ASEWSC subscribes in the
Commuter Lounge and then circulating old issues among AS of·
ficers and legislators.
He mamtamed not only were the
newspapers not getting put in the
Commuter Lounge, but when they
were they often had. articles cut out
of them.
In evidence of this he cited an ar·
ticle which appeared in The
Easterner on Dec. 5, 1974.
Misappropriated Funds
Pestrin's misappropriation of
funds allegation concerned Bill No.
73-74 / 124, "An act relating to
budgeting". He contended Sections
3, 4, and 5 had not been enforced.
Concerning Section 3, which
requires all activities "funded ,
started, or operated by AS must
give credit to AS ...", he cited the
David Loggins concert, Indian Week
and the art department ' s
photographic display as examples
wherein this requirement was not
met.
Section Four states, "all revenue
from AS funded activities shall be
deposited in the general fund."
Pestrin stated the Hawaiin Club
whose luau has been funded by AS
has not been informed of this
stipulation and is planning to keep
all moiJies received from the activi·
ty.

P e·str i n c i t e d t h e f u n d s ,
$1267.00, given to HPE Phase I,
to keep the building open after
school hours as a violation of section 5 which reads, "No funds
budgeted by AS shall be used to
operate facilities other than those
controlled by AS" on the grounds
Phase II was. an academic facility
not controlled by AS.
Pestrin's final allegation main·
tained copies of the budget were
not being given to AS legislators or
made available to members of the
college community upon request as
stipulated in Article VIII, Section 3
of the constitution.
Hayes Replies
Hayes then came forward to
refute the allegations made by
Pestrin.
Regarding Bill No. 74-75/ 168,
sign making bill, Hayes had Bob
Wayte, SARB chairman, testify he
had given both Carl Raley and Joe
Russell written authorizations. He
went on to state Pestrin had
violated the bill himself by not get·
ting written authorization for a sign
he made.
It was also mentioned section 3
is ambiguous in that it does not
state who is able to give such
authorizations.
Hayes recommended Russell and
Raley not be brought before the
committee because they had
received the required authorizations
and it was the authorizing official's
responsibility to find out whether or
not the sign-making supplies were
going to be used for AS related
events (Section 2).
Hayes called on Sheila Farmin,
AS executive ·assistant, to refute·
Pestrin's statements regarding
IBOC (Bill 74-75/165).

She said in spite of ·her efforts to
set up the committee (arranging appointments with possible committee members and advertising for
3 weeks in the focus), the committee had not yet been formed due
to broken appointments and lack of
interest.
She also commented on Bill No.
73-74/121, Newspapers in the PUB
Commuter Lounge. She said one of
her responsibilities is to keep a
record of student government activities at other universities and
colleges around the nation.
To do this she had cut articles
out of the publications mentioned in
said bill, but had stopped during the
third week of fall term after she was
informed of the stipulations in this
bill.
Ron Armstrong , information
agent, said he gets the newspapers
into the lounge as soon as his class
schedule will allow. He also referred
to The Easterner article of Dec. 5.
He explained the newspapers
pictured and referred to in the arti·
cle had arrived during Thanksgiving
vacation and had piled up before he
could place them in the Commuter
Lounge.
Credit the AS
Of the three instances men·
tioned by Pestrin wherein
organizations did not give credit to
~S for funding their activities (Bill
73-74/168, Section 3), only Indian
Awareness Week was discussed.
Roger Sanden, Dave Breidenbach, and Pestrin said this group
had been informed of this stipula·
tion.
It was also mentioned the
Spokesman Review had run an article stating this group had had trou·
ble getting funds for Indian Week
f rolti the AS thus giving credit to
AS, though in an unflattering
manner.
Hayes next refuted Pestrin's
allegations that Section 5 of the
same bill had been violated. He first
cited a memo dated Jan. 6, 1975
from him to the AS Legislature
requesting their rescinding of section 5 because he was aware of the
fact the $1267.00 given to Phase II
contradicted that section.
He later contacted the state attorney general and found according
to state law any bill contradicting
any earlier bill supercedes the
earlier bill, and therefore the funding for the Intramural Program
supercedes section 5.
It was also mentioned the funding of Phase II did not in any way
contradict the intent of the bill
described in section 1.
Due to the time factor Hayes was
not able to deal with all of Pestrin's
allegations, but a meeting was set
for next Tuesday, at 3 p.m.

r··wH.EEfSPO'lft·1
BICYCtE SHOP~
N. 1711 Division
326-3977
Authorized Dealer For:
• Peugeot • Motobecane
• Nishiki • Raleigh
• Mercian Frames

We Sell Only The Best
.......................................................
..

Nominated For Nobel
WASHINGTON - (EAR TH
NEWS) - Dr. George Wald, the
Nobel laureate, along with 315
other members of the American
academic community, have officially
nomin at ed all Am eri ca n war
resisters for the 1975 Nobel Peact
Prize.
The nomination, made in the
names of all dr aft dodgers,
deserters, and resisters, has been
forwarded to the selection committee in Stockholm.
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Clothiers
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Residence Halls

Court Still Delayed

Because of bureaucratic
stalemates, the long delayed Resident Hall Courts, initially set to
begin hearing cases Jan. 20, will be
further delayed until applicants to'
the court's ~ystem are "interviewed
and selected" according to Lyle
Grambo, AS Attorney Gen_eral.
The major impediment occurred·
when ·Bill 74-75/182, concerning
AS Deputy Attorney Generals, was
held in Committee for 5 weeks

~~~!~ti" only one

sentence
When asked what stalled the bill,
Gary Nisker, sponsor of the bill,
said, "Hassles. The Legislative
Revenue Committee saw weak
points in the bill. So did the
Legislature."
Selection of the Generals will
proceed immediately. AS president,
Pat Hayes commented, "I'm going
to have members of my cabinet
contact the dorms because I think
the dorm members should have
some input in the selection of the
.Deputy Attorney Generals.''
· AS Superior Court Chief Justice
Tori Pickeral said procedures instituting dorm courts are "moving
as fast as they can with the
Legislature."
To be eligible for the position of
AS Deputy Attorney General, one
must be a member of the AS, have
and maintain a 2.00 cumulative
,grade average, and live in the EWSC
Residence Hall. They are appointed
to act as an AS Deputy Attorney
General.
Each AS Deputy Attorney
General, according to the bill, shall
represent the AS Attorney General
in all cases brought before the AS

Residence Hall Court, act as
Counsel for the Plaintif in all disciplinary cases brought before the
AS Resident Hall Court, and advise
all complaining witnesses of their
rights under the AS Constitution,
Student Conduct Code and the AS
Judicial ~ct.

HEWP

..
In add1~1on, t.he Deputy Attorney
Ge~er~I will advise all defendant.s of
their rights and about the services
of the AS Board of Cou.n~els, follow
the approved AS Jud1c1al System
pro~edures and perform such other
duties as requested by the AS Attorney General.

RegI sCh afl ge d
rograms

Proposed regulations that would
coordinate Federal financial aid
programs for American Indians
attending institutions of higher
education were announced today by
HEW Secretary Caspar W.
Weinberger.
The new regulations would coordinate these college-based Federal
programs- the College Work-Study
(CWS}, the National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL}, and the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant
(SEOG)- with grants from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) for
those Native Americans eligible for
both types of assistance.
The proposed regulations ,
published in today's Federal
Re1ister, state that the BIA grant is
intended to be supplemental to all
other forms of aid. Since aid from
all sources may not exceed a
student's need, the student financial aid officer would be responsible
for reducing one or more components of the financial aid
package, if necessary.
Reductions would first be made .
jn· any educational loans made by
the student, next in any work-study

awards, and finally in the SEOC
award, if the amount of aid received
still exceeded the student's need.
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants, intended as a building block
for each student financial aid'
package, would not be affected by
the receipt of a BIA grant.

i80WL
2G~MES,

.

Cheney DayCare Center

PAY FOR 1
OR

Certified Teachers
Complete Pre-School
Program
DROP-INS WELCOME

PLAY 1 HOUR

OF-POOL,
pay·fot 1h hour

.. ..

£xpires Mar. 21,'75
fi•me Roo,n · Foolhll

Air Hockey. BHr. Wine
Sandwiches . PIIH

CHENEY
BOWL

235-4680
1

4th & Gst.
Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a fully accredited UNI ·
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program ,
will offer June 30 to August 9,
anthropology, art, education , folk·
lore , geography, history , govern·
ment, I anguage and Ii ter atur e.
Tu i tion and fees, $190 ; board and
room with Mexican family $245.
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, 413 New Psychology,
Univers ity of Arizon a, Tucson ,
Arizona 85721 .

ACTORS PORTRAY CHARACTERS in a scene from Thorton Wilder's 'Our
Town' at the College Theatre. The play started last Thursday and runs
through March 15. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre).

AS ·Replies To Shuck
At the AS President's
urging, the AS Legislature Monday,
agreed to send a memo to President Emerson Shuck stating his
proposal for a Service and Activities
Fee Budget Coordination Committee is unacceptable.
The action came in response to a
memo, clarifying an earlier memo,
in which Shuck outlined his plans for
a committee_made up of students
and f acuity to budget the services
and activities fee money.
committee
of
A
six
legislators-Roger Sandon, Chris
Hickey, Dave Briedenbach, Gary

LED ZEPPELIN

AS Position Open
The former holder of position 3 position are Stefhen Manwell,
on the A.S. Legislature reapplied for Donald Higgins, Marque L. .French,
his position last week joining a large David M. Hardy, Steve Bell, Louis
Musso Ill, Dennis A. Brandt, and
group also seeking the slot.
.
Bob Saling, who resigned from Paul Dunham.
When questioned as to why he
the AS Legislature Feb. 10 has submitted his intention to retake for was reapplying, Saling answered,
the position. Also applying for the "Because ·I made a mistake in
resigning. A problem that I thought
MEN! - WOMEN!
was going to happen never
JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience
happened. The time I used to spend
required. Excellent pay.
on AS is now just free time in which
Worldwide travel. Perfect
I don't have anything to do." Saling
summer job or career. Send
resigned
from the AS to devote
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
more
time
to the activities in the
Dept. U-9 P.O. Box 2049, Port
Intercollegiate Knights.
Angeles, Washington 98362.
The applicants are now being intervi'ewed by the Student Welfare
Oommittee which will recommend
three to the AS president, Pat
Hages. The president then appoints
an applicant who is approved by the
with this coupon:
AS Legislature,

........

PHYSICAL GRAFF/Ti/

KEWC FM WILL broadcast an album
preview of Led Zeppelin's latest ef·
fort, "Physical Graffiti" by 9 p.m.
today. The station broadcasts on
89.9 mega hertz daily.

.

BOT
Approves
Three
The Board of Trustees
passed three of four AS
Constitutional Amendments
and referred the fourth to
its budget committee for
further study at its Feb. 26
meeting.
The
three
new
amendments · deal with the
qualifications of AS
legislators, AS President
and Speaker.
The amendment dealing
with budgeting and disbursal of services and activities
fees was referred to committee upon the request ·of
AS President Pat Hayes.
Hayes requested the
referral so the committee
members could be more informed about the students'
position.
The amendments were
approved by the students
,Feb. 5.

Nisker, Nancy Knight and Curt
Schnell --: along with AS President
Pat Hayes will draft the memo to
President Shuck. If Shuck takes no
action on their memo the committee is authorized to take its case
before the Board of Trustees, according to Schnell.
Originally a committee of six
legislators were authorized to take
-care of the task, but Hayes in·
dicated he had been working on the
matter all year and felt "slighted" in
not being on the committee.
The motion was then amended to
indude Hayes on the committee.

The memo committee came
about when a motion by John
Sanchez to send a delegation "personally" to Shuck failed.
It was contended such a delegation going before Shuck would
seem like a "confrontation" and in
such a case students would lose.
In the voting, John Sanchez
voted no, Vic Pestrin abstained, and
Roger Sandon, Dave Briedenbach,
Rhonda Chandler, Cindy Glover,
Jim Green , Chris Hickey, Gary
Nisker, Curt Schnell , Hakeem
Adebesin, Nancy Knight , and
Richard Spaulding voted yes.

Vet's Grants Available
Veterans in need of financial aid
to continue GI Bill education are
eligible for increased benefits under
the Veterans Administration's work
study grant program , VA reminded
veterans today. Administrator of
Veterans Affairs , Richard L.
Roudebush , noted that a Dec. 3 law
(PL 93-508) increased the amount
the agency can advance veterans to
a maximum of $625 per semester
for fulltime students who agree to
work 250 hours for the agency.
Prior to December 1974, VA

could advance a maximum of only
$250 a fiscal year to a limited
number of selected veterans for
100 hours of service.
From April 197 3 when the
original program started through
last December, 27,157 veterans
received nearly $6.6 million in
grants for 2.6 million hours of work,
the VA official revealed.
Vete rans interested in work
study grants were urged to apply to
VA regional offices which maintain
their records.

Univ. Status Proposed
If Governor Dan has his way the
state colleges will be granted university status during thi s term of
the Washington Legislature.
The Executive Order was the
result of a study conducted by the
Council on Higher Education ent it Ied , "Recommendations for
Institutional Roles and Missions in
Washington."
The Council's recommendations
included the expansion of master
programs and restriction on the
new Universities in offering Phd's.

WSU and the U of W will still be the
only state institutions offering doctorates.
Another recommendation states
students of a four year institution
be offered an associ ate of arts
degree like the junior colleges. They
do make it a point, however, th at no
exclusive two year program be
offered.
All indications are Eastern, Central and Western will be granted university status during this term of
the legislature.

Degrees' Value Declines
WASHINGTON - (EARTH
NEWS) - The economic value of
the Bachelor's Degree is declining in
almost direct proportion to the increasing glut of college graduates
on the job market.
Georgetown University
Economist Stanley Nollen has
published a study showing that in
earning power, the B.A. is now
worth little more than a high school
diploma. Between 1970 and 1972
the average income of high school
graudates between the ages of 25
and 34 increased by more than $1 ,000 to a total of $9,451.
During the same period the

average income of college
graduates in the same age group in·
creased by only $420 to a total of
$11,553. The narrowing of the income gap between high school and
college graduates is expected to
continue.
Some forecasters say the day
may come when high school
graduates with vocational training
earn more than the average college
graduate. That assumption is based
on figures from the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics showing that the
greatest area of job growth over the
next ten years will be in technical
fields requiring only vocational
training and no college degree. .
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White Witch Speaks

It's Al·I in the Mind, You Know

"Some of the work I do involves seeing auras, psychometry, Tarot cards, Yoga, transfiguration work, astral
profection and astrology."

Staff Writer, Colleen McFarland,
secured an interview with
Katherine, a "white" witch, on the
afternoon of Wednesday, Feb. 26.
In the following dialogue,
Katherine explains philosophies and
practices involved in Wicca, the
religion of witchcraft, which she has
actively studied for 15 years!
What is the difference between
."White" and "Black" ma1ic?
Katherine: A "White" witch
possesses the same powers as a
"Black" witch. The difference lies in
the fact that I have taken an oath
not to use my powers to harm
anyone.
How does one 10 about
becoming a "White" witch?
K: Some peopl~ are born into
Wicca, just like any other religion,
and are taught from birth. Others
are called later and study under a
"master" or "teacher".
How did you get into this?
K: I didn 't like my parent's
religion. It just wasn't comfortable.
So, 1• began reading things on
almost every religion practiced by

"I was recently in Haiti studying Voodoo. These people
are so advanced in the occult, they have almost no lear."

are 3 stages of instruction:
Beginners - l O to 12 wks
Intermediate - 1 yr.
Advanced - lifetime study
I can marry people, although it's
only legal in California. I also believe
in reincarnation and a type of life
after death. I have memories of two
K~ The only limitations involved past lives that have helped me a lot
here are in your own mind. Some of in awakening new interests, relating
the work I do involves seeing auras, taboos, and becoming more aware
Psychometry, Tarot cards, Yoga, of myself.
transfiguration work, astral projec·
Black ma1ic is 1·enerally
associated with Lucifer or Satan. Do
tion, and Astrology.
My latest efforts have been practicers of White magic have a
centered around healing. I hope to fi1urehead that they worship or pay
,. .
become successful at healing, es- homa11 to?
K: In my coven (Traditional) there
pecially bone injuries.
I believe that probably 90 per . is no such figurehead. However, in
cent of all diseases are caused by the Keltic version of Wicca Dianna,
physical or mental problems. If they the moon goddess, is recognized.
could just get their heads together,
people wouldn't be so sick.
Note: Many gods of nature ore
However, in any situation to be apparently not worshipped but readisuccessful the patient or subject ly recognized as having special
has to be willing to be helped.
powers. Katherine wears a protective
But, my main thing is teaching. I talisman depicting 3 gods: Damba/la,
was given the privileged right to do goddess of breath shown in the
so when I was ordained at 17. There /ilceness of a cobra; Aide, sea god;

modern man searching for a new
religion. I finally found a book on
witchcraft that wasn't a lot.of junk. I
was 15 when I left to study
witchcraft.
What is the extent of your
powers?

Genetics Center To Open
by Bill Akerlund
Contributing Writer
Parents of children with genetic
diseases will ~oon have a place in
Spokane to go for education ,
referral and counselling.
The "Inland Empire Genetics
Counselling Center" will be open for
business as soon as it is fully
funded, probably in April.
According to Dr. Norman V.
Vigfusson, associate professor of
Biology services of the center will
include explanation to the parents
of genetically defective children on
the prognosis and future of the
child, the probability of the family
having another child so afflicted;
and pre-natal diagnosis. At present
persons desiring this service must
go to Seattle. ·
"Until recently management of
genetic diseases has been directed
mainly at attempting to treat or
avert the symptoms," Vigfusson
said, ''In many cases the treatment
does nothing more than ease the
pain."
Vigfusson explained there are
more than 100 genetic diseases,
but only a few are treatable. To
determine whether the disease can
be treated a pre-natal diagnosis is
done.
This is accomplished by amniocentesis; a doctor inserts a
hyprodermic needle through the abdomen of the mother in a very
precisely measured place and draws
out a small amount of the amniotic
fluid. The needle never touches the

child.
The cells in the fluid can then be
examined through one or more of
the many new diagnotic techniques,
according to Vigfusson.
Identification by Banding
On the ·genetic front, identifica·
tion of every chromosome in the cell
has been made possible by a
method Vigfusson termed "banding."
One type, "G" banding, treats the
chromosome with an enzyme to
digest the protein. The result is
differential staining with alternate
bands of color. Each of the 26chromosomes stains differently.
Chromosomal mistakes, called
translocation, can be detected by
this method. Translocation occurs
where a small piece of a
chromosome breaks off and attaches to another, Vigfusson said.
The genes of a chromosome con·
tain the life code; each is specific
for a chemical reaction that no
other can replace. If the gene spon·
taneously mutates, or if a
chromosome breaks and attaches
to another, the code is changed and
is now wrong. Some vital function
may not occur.
Enzyme Research
Concurrently, biochemists have
made progress in enzyme research
and have determined enzyme
deficiencies which are caused by
gene mutations that directly result
in diseases that were unknown 10
years ago.

Sickle
Cell
Anemia
Phenylketonuria, which shows up as
infant retardation, and Galactosemia, the inability to digest the
sugar in cows milk, are examples of
enzyme caused diseases.
Enzymes are proteins that act as
catalysts and greatly speed up
chemical reactions. Without them
reactions which are continuous and
vital to life would proceed so slowly
that life as we know it could not
exist.
"All these things serve to point
out the increased demand for more
facilities for genetic research,"
Vigfusson said. "In Spokane, Sacred
Heart Hospital has been doing most-·
of the work in chromosome iden·
tifjcation for the Inland Empire.
Presently Seattle is the closest
place for genetics counselling. We
need to educate the public as to
what is available, what can be done,
what is impossible and how it all
relates to people.
"There is a lot of science fiction
clothed as fact concerning the terribIe things human genetics
engineering is going to do to man
and society. I am teaching a class
this Spring quarter, , 'Genetics and
Society', which will go a long ways
toward answering this need and at
the same time raise some really
wild questions, and dispell some
myths, such as is cloning. The
"Brave New World" picture of exact
duplication of cells giving rise to
thousands of like individuals is pure
bunk," he concluded, . .

use wands, knives, swords, candles and incense among
other things. They serve as the needed means ol locus."
1
' /

and Ouedo, moon r,ood.

Practicers of Wicca are not Chris·
tian then, is that correct?
K: We are not necessarily Anti·
Christian. It is possible to be a
member of any practicing religion
and still be a member of Wicca.
I was recently in Haiti studying
Voodoo. These people are so ad·
vanced in the occult, ,they have
almost no fear. Technically their
national religion is Roman
Catholicism.
Blending of the two beliefs .
seems to be very easy. As they ab:
sorb aspects of the different
religions they become integral parts
of their culture.
· _.
"
Katherine, what is 'youY~C6'\Cep·
tion of ..God"?
K: I don't see God an an entity. I
see him as a being. The best way I
can explain is to use the illustration
of the thousand petaled lotus. You
and I, a table, a chair, all things are
facets of "God".
What is the source of your
power?
K: Wicca is nature related. It is
much closer to earth and a lot of the
symbolism comes from earth
things. It's a complete way of life
and governed by nature. The. whole
idea is to flow with it (nature).
Nature is power.
••e1ack" magic is instigated to
further one's own ends. What is the
purpose of ..White" magic?
K: There's no such thing as
"magic" or the "supernatural" as
commonly conceived. Wicca is a use
of nature's laws which haven't been,
discovered or well-defined yet. In
flowing with nature man can control
his environment to better meet his

needs. The adyancement of
knowledge towards this end is the
goal.
As I understand it, then, Wicca is
mainly a mental trainin17 Why all
the symbolism, then, in the rituals
and ceremonies?
K: People have to have
something to associate with. These
symbols must be psychologically
acceptable to the client or patient.
If it's the real thing, they've got to
trust me. Then the mind is open.
I use wands, knives, swords,
candles, and incense among other
things. They .serve as the needed
means of focus.
There ,r.e commpn n;ii~ncep·
tions of' these practices and ihe ·;
usage of symbolism. I do not use
blood sacrifice, as used in Black
magic. We also do not get into the
drug aspect or sex orgies.
Why has 11White" maaic been
played down through history?
K: Man has always been more interested in the morbid side of
things. Also, we aren't actively
crusading for members. It is
generally felt that if an individual
feels he has been called, he will find
us.
Do you feel media covera1e has
unfairly exploited or contributed to
public misconceptions of
witchcraft?
K: Yes, in past years this·was especially so. Only the "evil" side of
witchcraft was shown. However, in
the last couple of years things that
have been considered "supernatural" are now being accepted.
People are coming into a new
awareness as a more positive side
of paganism is being shown.

STREAKONIH
FOR A QUICK ONE

The Pub Snaclc Bar ·
Professional food Service Management
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From The Real World

SlS: No Pearl In The Oyster
Investigative reporting is a little
like trying to find a pearl in an
oyster. You know damn well there
are pearls somewhere out there and
nine times out of 10 you'll end up
with just a dead oyster. Still you
keep tryin~. hooin~ that the one out
of ten will make your other failures
worth the effort.
For the last three weeks, the
Real World staff with the aid of the
Accounting Society has been . investigating the Spokane Transit
System in an effort to substantiate

rumors and allegations floating
around for the last year or so.
We can't say our efforts were a
total failure, but for the most part,
we ended up with a dead oyster.
The investigation did point out
some interesting facts however.
STS is managed by Washington
Tr.ansit Management Co., a corporation created from the rubble of the
bankrupt Spokane division of
National City Lines which operated
the buses prior to the acquisition by
the City.

The
Cllrch of Conservation
Invites YII To Be An
ORDAIIED MINISTER
AIII •ire The Ra•
MCTOR
OF NATUREPEDICS

Our f•t growing church is actively telking anvironment-concio.. new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man 1hould IJC·
i1t in harmony with natura. We
ere • non..tructured faith, undenominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benaf its for
ministers •e:
1. Car Emblam 1nd Pocket
1.0.
2. Reduced r,tft from many
hotal1, motels, ranaurants,
car rant1I qenci•. etc,
Our directory list• over
1,000 pr•tit• establishments extending on automatic cash discount.
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals and all other
m inisterilll1f unctiona.
·•· Start yoilli own church ind
apply for axamption from
property and other .taxes.
Enclose a fr..·will donation for
th• minister's credentials and pocket license. Your ordination is
recognized in 111 50 statn and
mOlt foreign countri•. Church
of Conservation, Box 375. Mary
Either, Florida 32569.

When WTM accepted the job of
running the bus system, the city
drew up an agreement excluding
the city from the entire operation of
the bus line, (including all management decisions, hiring and firing of
all personnel, and purchasing.) The
only thing the city agreed to do was
pay all of the bills including a $36,000 ''management fee" per year to
National City Lines.
Cheney Run
STS accepted the Cheny run to
qualjfy for federal funding under the
mass tr ansit legislation. I hey
operate the "Magic Bus" at a loss
to qualify for these funds. (They'll
be receiving a little over six million
dollars in the next five years.)
Their "losses" last year actually
resulted in nearly a four thousand
dollar increase in their reserve fund
due to state and federal money
being pumped into the system.
Last week, Prof. Harold Shapiro
of the business department and I
had our last meeting wi~h STS of ficials. We finally met with Bob
Harder, manager of the system.
Our questions were directed at
the STS operation in relation to the
Cheney run. Here's what we found
out:
The students are being charged
at a rate of less than 50¢ per mile
while the overall cost to run the

system is in the neighborhood of
89¢ per mile.
Of the 50¢ per mile the charges
are broken down into
23¢ per mile for drivers salaries
13¢ per mile for maintenance
3¢ per mile insurance
1.02¢ per mile, tires
.44¢ per mile oil
.5¢ per mile supervision
2.2¢ per mile payroll taxes
1¢ per mile workman's comp.
"~6.64¢ per mile for fuel.
The only error in these figures
was the cost of the fuel. Based on
the cost versus the milage per
gallon, we determined that the real
cost should be half, or 3.32¢ per
mile.
The 39¢ per mile the students
are not being charged with include
shop and garage expenses, and a
myriad of other charges relating to
the operation of the busses.
In addition to the loss the buses
sustain on travel, STS pays $6,000
a year to the city for parking under
the freeway in Spokane for Cheney
students. Harder admits this six
grand is like taking money out of
one pocket and putting it into
another.
But come September. it's going
to be a whole new ball game.
"The city is expected to take over
the Transit System as a new
department," said Harder.

Electric Bills Fouled Up
by Kevin Taylor
Real World Staff Writer
As residents of Cheney know,
something unusual has been going
on in the ,billing department of Cit y
Hall as evidenced by their inflated
electric bills.
I went down to the locat center
. of government, ready, in true journalistic fashion, to take the bull by
the horns and get the story.
I casually strolled up to one of
the clerks.
"Hi, I'm from The Easterner."
Her eyes narrowed. The other
Faster than a speeding B·l bomber.... More powerful than the Joint clerks
hunched over their counters,
Chiefs of Staff.... Able to leap inflation in a 61 Chevy. Loek, up in the suddenly engrossed in their work.
sky. It's a hawk. No, it's a clove. No, it's SUPER SCOOP.
" I hear you've been having some
computer problems with your electric bills," I said.
Her eyes narrowed even more.
"Who told you that?" she asked.
After assuring the woman I had
Thousands of Topics
top
security clearance , she
$2.75 per page
promised
to find someone I could
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
talk
to.
She
went to the other side
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
of the room and motioned to
to cover postage (delivery time is
Char les Earl , Cheney ' s ad 1 to 2 days).
ministrative assistant. Earl spoke a
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
few words and t~en left through a
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE :tt2
back door. The woman returned and
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

ESEARC

120 ~F' st.

handed me a Xeroxed copy of a
·
"press release."
Since I wasn 't able to talk to the •
'big enchilada', I struck up a conversation with tl:le clerk who gave me
the " press release ." Afte r
expressing a desire to remain
anonymous, she told me the mishap
occurred when the city t ried to implement a new billing system at a
time of transition in the staff. ln the
resulting confusion and shortage of
manpower, the error slipped by unnoticed.
This matter of the electric bills
was undoubtedly an honest mistake, and the city is honestly trying
to set things straight. In fact, according to the nameless clerk, the city
is caught up in their correcting of
the errors, an.ct anyone who was
overcharged will be credited in the
near future.
Pe rhaps someone down at
Cheney City Hall feels it is a
politician's duty to be suspicious,
cy nica l , doubledea l ing an d
secretive. Or, perhaps, this is just an
unavoidable shadow of Watergate
passing over the land.

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only .
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RENT THE BEST
FOR THE SKIER-AT
Slmchuk's
SklShop

Cheney Dept. Store
4151st St.

SUPER

SAVINGS

Best Place to Buy
Fabric Footwear

.

On Mt. Spokane
At #2 Lodge - $6/Day
Make Rental Arrangements
Downtown

Slmchuk's
Sporting Goods
1325 w. 1st - 747-1071

Last week, a Congressman from
the State of Texas proposed the
"Lone Star" state be broken up into
five separate new states with the
new names of, East Texas, West
Texas, North Texas, South Texas,
and the· central part that would be
named simply, Texas.
His rational is that the New
England states have about six times
the political clout in the nation's
capitol with about one-third the
area as his own state.
Which brings up an issue that has
been kicking around this part of the
country for about fifteen years or
so.
In 1960, a group of North Idaho
residents circulated :'! petit ion
asking their state legislature for
permission to secede from the
southern portion of the state to
allow them to join with the eastern
part of Washington and the north
eastern tip of Oregon in a new
sta te , wit h a new name of
"Evergreen."
about as much say so in their state

politics as eastern Washington has
in its. They further contended the
geographic and economic
similarities of the region require a
more centralized state government
to benefi t the area residents.
Rich Roddy, The Easterner's
Photo-Editor is trying to rekindle
this idea with a new state that he
calls, "The Commonwealth of the
Inland Empire."
Rich's new State would stretch
from the Cascades on the West to
the Rockies on the East. The
northern border would be the Canadian line and the southern border,
the forty-fifth parallel.
This 88,200 square mile area
would include all or substantial
parts of 36 Washington, Idaho ana
Oregon counties. ·
If the Congressman from Texas
has his way, there will be 54 states
in the Union. If Rich has his way,
there will be 55. The Congressman
would like to be a Senator from one
of the new States. I wonder what of fice Rich wants?

.•
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Concert Review

Loggins Rated Mediocre
the audience could get into ...... and
did.
The group consisted of three
men and a variety of instruments.
Jim Johnson was the star of the
trio with talents ranging from electric piano, to recorder, with sax and
guitar thrown in.
Franky Lee did most of the
vocals, a self styled Bob Dylan with
guitar and harmonica.

by Galen Goldman
News Writer
'Shades of mediocrity' would
describe the David Loggins concert
of Friday night.
The warm up band, "Earth Song",
who did anything but warm me up,
played nothing but their own tunes.
Exception to this was a song
called "Jubilee" which is an old folk
song with a knee slapping rhythm

Don Quixote

Musical Soars
by Don McIntyre
Photographer/Reviewer
One could use the old cliche and
say if you only see one play a year,
"Man of La Mancha" is the one to
see. I'll go one step further and say
one should especially see this perf or man c e because of the
professionalism demonstrated by
the EWSC Music Department.
Doug Parker, who played the
double role of Cervantes and Don ·
Quixote, gave a fantastic and
flawless performance. He was able
to move from one character to the
other with extreme ease.
"PLEASE COME TO BOSTON," has the crowd pleased as Dave Logins, on 1
Linda Fahlgren, playing Aldonza,
the right, performs his Grammy Award nomination in the PUB last Friday was equally impressive in her pernight. (Photo: Don McIntyre)
formance. She played the part with
the force her role, 1The Whore,'
Crime Check
requires.
Ron VanDyke put in a fine performance as Sancho. He was able to
delight the audience in many scenes
with his witticisms and sense of
comic timing.
vagrancy.
I felt, as did the majority of the
* * *
,.A $1,100 hand-made flute was
audience,
Becky Theissen and Jean
ROTC ski boots and sleeping ,
returned to its owner last week
Maccheyne
were the hit of the play
bags, valued at $140, were stolen
after almost a year's absence.
with
their
performances as Don
The flute was stolen from from the Fieldhouse between Feb. Quixote's and Sancho's donkeys.
Tawanka March 6, 1974. It was 21 -25. The door was pushed in to Their mannerisms and customs
recovered when it was sold to a stu- get the ski boots.
The room with the sleeping bags provided the audience with many
dent last week. Prof. Curtis Coffee
laughs.
in the Music Department recognized was apparently opened with a key
The music was excellent and perit and reported it to Campus Safety. since there was no means of forced formed with the highest degree of
entry according to Campus Safety.
* * *

professionalism. A job well done
should go to all members of the
cast, stage crew, orchestra, and
everybody that worked to present
this play.
James Albert, who conducted the
music, and John Duenow, who
directed the play, did excellent jobs
and should be recognized for their
professionalism.
' I might add in passing the cast
has been selected along with four
other schools in the Nation to perform in Ireland. This, of course, is a
great honor to the Music Department and to EWSC.
In closing I would strongly recommend the students of this school
take a little time out this weekend
to go see a fine PE!rformance.

Although the talent was there,
the song writing ability wasn't,
resulting in a boring hour of music.
The crowd gave a polite round of
applause after each number but
didn't sound completely sincere.
David Loggins, whose plane could
not land in Spokane due to the
weather, landed in Pullman and was
driven to Cheney.
Although Loggins had a cold and
looked haggard it didn't dampen the
spirits of the performer.
With beer in hand he proceeded
to play a repertoi.re consisting ·of
nine songs which took approximately 45 minutes.
Mixing clean vocals and guitar
with a bit of country humor, Loggins
was at least entertaining.
After a few lustily sung love
songs like "Pieces of April" and
"Pleases me to please you",
Loggins began to pick up the pace.
Next to come were two Jim
Croce songs done in his memory.
"Please come to Boston", a song
that got Loggins the nomination for
a Grammy Award brought the crowd
in the PUB to its feet.
"White Seat Satisfaction", whose
comedy lyric was along the line of,
"a funny thing happened on the way
to the restroom," brought applause
from the bowels of the audience
while Loggins made his exit.
My overall opinion of the concert
was that the $2.50 charge for
tickets w~s $2 too much.

Flute Returned

Four speakers valued at $800
were stolen from the Drama Department early Feb. 25.
Entry was gained by taping the
locks on the north back door and
left stage door. A ladder was used
to take the speakers off the wall.
There are no suspects at this
time, according to Campus Safety.

,:,

* *

Bob Leifer, an EWSC student,
was treated at the Student Health
Center for knife wounds Feb. 21.
He sustained a one inch deep cut
in the lower right lumbar region with
a five inch knife.
According to the report, Leifer
allegedly stabbed himself in Dryden.

A recent rash of lock breaking in
the HPE !I women's faculty and
staff locker room is being investigated by Campus Safety.
Several locks were pried open
last week. More than $170 worth of
equipment was stolen from one
locker, including two stop watches,
a sweat suit and a pedometer.
A pry bar and broken locks were
found in a trash can by a custodian
Feb. 25. Sources at Campus Safety
said too many people had handled
the pry bar to take finger prints.
t,c

>'.c

Insurance Companies
Lobby Against ERA
(EARTH NEWS)- The Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA)- so near
to final ratification - still has a formidable enemy to deal with before
becoming law. The feminist
newspaper Majority Report says
that many of the lobbying efforts
against passage of the amendment
are being secretly supported by the
insurance industry.
According to the newspaper,
women commonly pay up to 50 per
cent more for health insurance than
men, and that would be outlawed by
passage of the ERA. So, clearly, the
insurance industry has much at
stake.
In Nebraska, one of the chief lobbyists against the bill has been
Phyllis Schafly, who works with the
Pro American group. Ms. Schafly is
reportedly backed heavily by W. Clement Stone, the millionaire chairman of the Combined Insurance
Company of America, one of the
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All junior and senior high school
counselors in the state have beer.
invited to the second annual
Eastern Washington State College
Career Counseling Workshop to be
held Friday.
Sheila Malloy, executive
secretary of the sponsoring EWSC
Alumni Association, said the
program is planning to help
counselors improve skills and
techniques in dealing with potential

! .. j·. , • • · . , . , •••
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er reluctant clients and families of
students and to help in advising
students about possibilities in
various professions.
Dr. Emerson Shuck, EWSC President, will speak on "Career Education - What Career?" at the
luncheon,andDr.JohnRodkey,principal of North Central High School,
Spokane and president of the
Washington Association of Second.arySchoolPrincipals,willspeakon
dropouj s.
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DON'TTHESWEAR·
COMPAR-E
NEWSSTAND IS STILL THERE
Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.·9 p.m. daily (6 p.m.-Sat.):
235.4101

Counselors Meet Here

>'.c

Roy Bercaw was arrested for
vagrancy Feb. 25 after Campu~
Safety received a complaint from
Louise Anderson Hall.
Since Bercaw was not a student
and was allegedly creating a disturbance in a college residence he was
t a ken to Cheney police
headqttarters and charged with

nation's largest.
Also in Nebraska, Mrs. Clifton
Batchelder, a defeated Republican
candidate for Lt. Governor, is
working against the amendment,
presumably with financial support
from the Continental Assurance
Company, of which she happens to
be an heiress.
According to the paper, the wives
of executives of Mutual of Omaha
and its affiliates have also become
active Pro American lobbyists
against the amendment.
Other groups receiving support
from the insurance companies for
efforts against the bill are said to include the John Birch Society and
the Young Americans for Freedom.
As Continental Assurance
spokesperson William Perkins puts
it, "I can assure you we have a, high
batting average on killing bills we
don't want, and passing ones we
do."

.

420 1st.

ots Inn DaJ Care
"Supervision wJth Loving Care"

. Snacks and ll.unches
DROP-INS WELCOME

CALL 235-4353
Corner Second & C, Cheney
Hours 7 a.m.- 6 p~m. Weekda s
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Fraternities Doubl·e In Size From Fall Quarter
By John Schilling
News Writer
As the fiery atmosphere of the past
few years mellows, the college campus is experiencing some llashbaclcs
of the old days. One tradition that is
malcing a comeback at many schools,

particularly Eastern, is socic:-,I fraternities and sororities. The E~sterner
wanted to find out where these
organizatiohs are, what place they
have on the campus today, and how
the student population feels about
them.

As of December 1974, Eastern
had three fraternities and two
sororities. These included nationally
chartered fraternities Lambda Chi
Alpha and Pi Kappa Al~ha, local
fraternity Theta Chi Upsilon; and
national sororities Chi Omega a11d
Sigma Kappa.
Since that time, two more fraternities- Phi Eta Psi and Alpha Phi
Alpha; and two more sororities, Zeta
Tau Alpha and Alpha Kappa Alpha
are in the process .of organizing.
These groups have a potential total
membership of 141 by this spring
quarter, if present pledges do not
drop out. Just this fall, the rolls of
Eastern's fraternities and sororities
stood at about half this number.
Reasons for Increase
What is the reason, or reasons,
for the revitalization in these
organizations? A nostalgic look to
the past? A better PR job by the
fraternities and sororities? A con
game to welch naive students into
paying dues?
To determine some answers,
students on both sides of the fence
were interviewed, and a wide spectrum of responses was obtained.

One thing agreed upon by
members and non-members alike
was that fraternities and sororities
are not very visible on this campus.
One non-member, illustrating this,
said, "I was approached by a friend
who invited me ta join his fraternity.
I didn't know what to saynowhere had I heard of what this
group did, what they stood forwhy, I didn't even know that the guy
was a member of the fraternity!'.'
Karen Kreutzman of Sigma Kappa indicated this point when she admitted, "Sororities are going to
have to be presented for what they
are- there is just so much
prejudice and misconception about
us- we need to spread the word
better."
11

No Thanks"
However, it is apparent many on
campus have heard what the
organizations want to say, and their
answer is 'no thanks'.
One senior woman interviewed,
who had been approached in the
past by sorority members, charged
the organization with being elitists.
"Certainly, they are having a good
time and may do some service, but
that doesn't make them better than
anyone else. They believe that they
are better- and that is not healthy
on a college campus," she stated.
The frats and sororities
vehemently disagree. They wish
people to know they are open. A
Theta Chi Upsilon member said they
want, "P~ople who can get along
with people, who can live up to the
ideals of the group."
A woman of Alpha Kappa Alpha
expressed their wish to induct
anyone who," is interested and can

get involved."
emotional or physical, or his
education" is illegal.)
Not Just Anyone
Apparently the worst a sorority
Welcomed
pledge has to put up with is fetching
But the organizations don't want milk for members at Tawanka or
just anyone. At a meeting of frater- suffering a severe kidding.
nities and sororities called by Daryl
Fraternities are little stiffer with
Hagie, vice president for Student an example being Pi Kappa Alpha's
Services, -concern was expressed 'ingress' period.
over quality of new members.
Jack Byrd described it thus, "It's
Pi Kappa Alpha's president Jack a three day period where a pledge is
Byrd asserted, "If you start taking restricted to the House, and cannot
anybody- that's eventually going leave without permission. During
to downgrade your group."
this time the pledge is supposed to
Others called for the discon- look inward and review his place in
tinuance of what is called 'body the fraternity."
rush'- the gaining of new
members by what amounts to grabAsked if pledges undergo any
bing someone off the streets and hazing, he first replied "no", then
begging him or her to join.
added wi.th a chuckle, "Oh,
One non-member expressed sometimes a pledge will leave a
relief that sororities and fraternities dish dirty, and we'll wake all the
have progressed some from the old pledges up at three-thirty in the
days. He mentioned an example of morning and make them cle·an every
some past sororities' presidents dish in the house - but that's about
that had to reprimand members for as rough as we get."
"referring to dorm residents as barThe infamous 'Hell Week', once a
barians."
standard occurence among fraternities, appears to be non-existent at
Hazing
Eastern. "It was just carried too
Another question that worries far," stated Wayne Boulac, a
members and non-members alike is member of Lambda Chi Alpha. He
hazing. Eastern's fraternities and mentioned another fraternity at
sororities seem to have no another school that at one time
problems with this practice as of yet forced pledges to, "sit on a
but Hagie warned, "As the marshmallow on a block of ice. The
fraternity-sorority system grows guys had to race, and the last one to
and the traditions come back, some finish had to eat his marshmallow."
of this kind of thing (hazing) might
A non-member who listened to
creep in, and we don't need it."
Boulac's story commented, "That
No one I talked to knew of a kind of thing has absolutely no pracserious hazing incident at Eastern in . tical, redeemable purpose. I certainthe past six years, and all frater- ly wouldn't want to be irtvolved in
nities and sororities are keeping treating human beings like that."
close watch on members for
Just Kegger Klubs?
breaking the rules. (Hazing which is,
"injurious to a person's healthIn addition to hazing, the frater-

nities and sororities have been under fire because of extensive use of
alcohol in social activities.
One non-member charged, "All
the frats are is just kegger klubsit seems to me that they only exist
to organize illegal beer bus~s and
throw men and women togetherhow meaningful is that?"
While the fraternities at Eastern
deny they are 'kegger klubs', they
will quickly add that they do defend
the use of alcohol- to a point. A
Theta Chi Upsilon member put it
this way, "Alcohol, as you know,
relieves a person's inhibitions and
makes it easier for him to communicate with others. "
A Lambda Chi Alpha 'brother'
added, "People just have to accept
the fact that booze is a part of
fraternities and frat life - but I
don't think we're going overboard ."
Philanthropic Rushes
If the groups are not hazing or
going wild with drinking parties,
then what is happening in fraternities and sororities today? Each
fraternity and sorority interviewed
li sted several philanthropies as part
of its activities. They also are busy
pl9nning 'Greek Week,' a formal
'rush' to interest others in the
groups.
The overwhelming answer to the
reason why fraternities and
sororities exist· is the cry of
'sisterhood' and 'brotherhood'. The
members of the organizations feel
the founding of friendship is the
main reason for staying together .
Are fraternities and sororities
needed on Eastern's campus? This
question is left up to individual
students.

While you are registering for. spring quarter consider registering for
••
••
••
••
on-campus housing- It's a friendly place- come spring.
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
•
••
••
••
••
Dorm living lets you meet more people. If the dorms are not for you
•• then an off-campus meal ticket will eliminate the cooking a,-d clean up hassle: •••
••
•
for only $65/ month or. $2.60/ day
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Indoor Tracksters Shine
By Jim Waggoner
Sports Writer
Eastern 's men's track team compiled three first places and the
women's squad captured two
events at the Whitworth indoor
meet last Saturday.
The Eagle tracksters will conclude their indoor slate this
weekend at Washington State
University as th~y begin to prepare
for the opening 1 of the 1975 track
schedule. Coach Jerry Martin said
many of the team members have
shown consistent improvement
throughout the indoor season.
"We have some people who are
making steady progress," Martin
said. "We did pretty well at
Whitworth. What we're looking for is
steady competition," he said.
Ron Soliday, Greg Mitchell and
George Hodges won their individual
specialties. Hodges had a 44-3 leap
in the triple jump, Mitchell sailed 67 Y2 to take the high jump and
Soliday went 13-6 to win the pole
vault competition.
Martin said he was especially
pleased with the performances of
Hodges and Rick Teller. "We got a
fine effort from George Hodges. I
was also happy with Rick Teller. It
looks like he's really coming along,"
Martin said.
Teller, a transfer from Highline
Community College, placed second
behind Mitchell in the high jump
with a 6-5 Y2 effort. Mitchell, who
broke the school high jump record
earlier at the University of

JOHN O'CONNOR executes a well-placed bunt during a practice session
this week. O'Connor started in the outfield last year for the Eagles.
(PHOTO: Jim Waggoner)

Men End Gym Season
With Two Road Defeats
By Jim Elliott
Sports Writer
Eastern's men closed out the
1974-75 gymnastics season with
two road defeats last week but for
all the disappointment head coach
Jack Benson feels about the
season, there is some optimism for
next year.
Oregon College of Education
found 171.30 points to defeat
Eastern-157.35 last Thursday in
Monmouth, Ore. for the first loss.
Freshman Curt Nagashima
picked up the Eagles only first place
· finish of the meeting scoring an
8.15 floor exercise with teammate
Al Smith placing third, 7.35. Dave
Millard, Marty Rask, and Ken Rux
scored, 6.9, 5.9, and 5.75 respectively.
Benson said the Eagles had their
most trouble with the pommel horse
s c o r i n g o n I y 1 8.. 9 p o i n t s .
Nagashima picked up 5.1, Kurt
Luhrs-5.0, Al Smith-4.6, and Dave
Seal_y-4.2 points for the team
scoring.
.
Chris Balkan was second in the
rings which Benson said were
overscored for OCE. Balkan had
7.75 points and Rux finished third
with 7.45. Don Chittick in his second
meet of the year had 6.55 points
and Nagashima-6.0
Portland wins
Kurt Steinheiser placed second in
vaulting with his Tsukahara scoring
8.7. Rux and Nagashima were tied
with 8.05 points and Smith hit a
6.65.
A fourth place finish by Luhrs on
the parallel bars with a 7.9 was
followed by Rux-6.55, Rask-6.15,
Naga shima-5.65, and Smith-5.6.
Rux swung to second place on
the high bar scoring 7.4. Benson

said Rux's routine was much better
than the scores he received as was
Nagashima's 6.75. Smith was third
for Eastern with 5.6 followed by Ric
Harrison-4.95 and Rask-4.6
Nagashima was third in allarounds defeating Rux for the first
time this year, 39.7 to 39.35. Smith
had 35.8 points.
On Saturday the Eagles competed in Portland against Portland
State. Rux scored his best allaround of the year with a 40.05 as
Eastern was defeated 198.85155.00.
Eastern scored its best points in
vaulting with Nagashima leading on
an 8.7 vault followed by Rux-8.55,
Steinheiser-8.5, Smith-8.0, and
Sealy-6.8.
Rux led on the rings with 7.75.
Balkan had 7.30, Chitick-6.75 and
Smith and Nagashima hitting 5.95.
Floo.r exercise had Nagashima
first for Eastern, 7.6, backed by
Millard-7.4, Smith-6.8, Rux-6.2, and
Rask-5.3.
Luhrs scored 6.9 on the pommel
horse, Smith-5.35, and Rux-5.0. Rux
picked up 6.45 points on the parallel
bars, Luhrs-6.2, Nagashima-5.9,
and Smith-5.75.
Fourth place in the meet on the
high bars went to Rux with a 6.10
followed by Smith-5.3, Rask-4.75,
Nagashima-4.55, and Harrison3.95.
Smith was second behind Rux in
the all-arounds with 37.15 and
Nagashima had 35.95.
Benson looks forward to next
season especially with the return of
all this year's team except one. He
said the team will continue to practice throughout the rest of the year
hopefully being able to add more
difficulty to their routines.

Washington, easily cleared the 67 Y2 barrier but had "some approach
trouble" in his later efforts, Martin
said. Mitchell, a junior, entered the
record books with a 6-10 jump in
Seattle.
Brad Cossette, ·another Eagle
participant, had his best-ever time
in the 60-yard dash. Cossette, who
hails from Spokane's Gonzaga Prep,
was nipped in the featured event by
Spokane Community College's
Adama Fall and former Whitworth
standout Ray Fabian. Cossette was
timed at 6.4 seconds while the
winners both blazed across the line
in 6.3 seconds.
Other Eagles placing in the meet
included Rob Smith, a sophomore
from Cheney, and Mike Flatt, a
junior from Spokane. Both athletes
were clocked in eight seconds flat in
the 60-yard hurdles. Rick Barbero
ran the 880 in 2:03.4, good
enough for second place.

Coach Parsons Optimistic
Christy Renner won the 60-yard
dash in 7. 7 seconds and Jan Hegel
took the 880 in 2:43 to head the
women's team. Coach Beth Parsons
says her team looks more powerful
at this stage of the season than in
any other previous year.
"Our strength at this time is
better than ever before. The kids
are running well," Parsons said.
Parsons said that 23 Eagle track
prospects have turned out for the
team ·and any student interested in
participating may still do so. "I

Regionals
Successful
The International Racquetball
Western Regional Championships
held here over the w.eekend were a·
complete success according to tournament director Pat Whitehill.
As predicted, Bob Lund won the
open singles division and Jennifer
Harding won the women's singles.
Lund and Harding combined to win
the mixed doubles division. Both
Lund and Harding will have their air
fare paid back to the Nationals April
5,6 in St. Louis, Missouri.
Eastern student Dave Retter
gave Lund a scare in the first round
last Friday by defeating him 21-13.
Lund came back in the second and
third games, defeating Retter 21-5
and 21-7. Retter went on to the
consolation finals to take second
place.
C.D. Byers lost to Pullman's Al
Fairbanks 21-20 and 21-5 in the
opening round and then advanced
to the consolation finals where he
lost to the consolation championship by one point.

JV's End Season

The 197 4-75 junior varsity
basketballer's shattered 10 team
records and narrowly missed two
other marks in the recently concluded season.
Coach Dan Hays was impressed
with the final statistics, however, he
said the stats don't reflect the
team's season-long efforts.
"Our main purpose with the JV
program is to familiari~e the players
with the overall basketball program.
It's a big adjustment from being a
high school star to being just
another college player," Hays said.
The young Eagle hoopsters
finished with a 14-6 record, the second best record in JV histo~ -r:. ·
1972-73 mark of 16-4 is the bestever record. Hays' team lost three
games to Whitworth's JV's, dropped
a pair against WSU's JV's and one
with Gonzaga.
Included in the barrage of
records that tumbled during the
season were: most points in a single
game (132 vs. LC. State); largest
margin of victory (55 points, also
against L.C. State); most field goals
made (665 ); best free throw
percentage (70 per cent); total
rebounds (856 for an average of 45
per game); and most offensive
rebounds (306) and defensive
boards (473).
Led by Terry Pepple the Eagles
shot at a 49 per cent clip from the
floor compared to their opposition's
43 per cent. Pepple connected for

would like more field event people if
there is anyone interested," she
said.
Alice Heidy and Sue Poland
finished two-three in the 60-yard
hurdles with timings of 10.8 and
11.1, respectively. Linda Pa rt low
was in at 7.9 seconds to earn second place in the 60 dash. Diane
Johnson also took second with a
2:52.4 clocking in the 880.
Super-sprinter Lynnie Oosting
dislocated her left knee ~nd injured
her right arm in a recent trampoline
accident. Oosting qualified for the
Nationals last season. Her status
for the opening outdoor meet is unknown at this time.
Both Eagle track teams open
their 1975 outdoor track and field
schedules next week with the Martin Relays at Borleske Stadium in
Walla Walla.

53 per cent and lireg Hall, !>am
Martinez, Matt Westman and Paul
Hungenberg all hit over 50 per cent
on the year.
John Mulvenna and Dave
Snodgrass assisted Hays with the
coaching chores this year and Hays
said they achieved the goals outlined at the outset of the season.

Eagles AII-EVCO
selections for his second straight
year. The 6-4 forward from Kailua, :
Hawaii, finished his college basketball career with a season total of
384 pts., averaging .16 pts. a game.
He averaged 8.6 reJ~)unds a game,
hit 53.7 per cent from t~~ floor and
68.8 per cent from the free throw
line. Hite joins OIT's Lenny Williams,.
Western's Rob Visser, EOC's Terry
McClary, Southern Oregon's Tim
O'Connor and Western's Bob Nicol
on the second team.
Eastern's Ed Waters and John
Alaniva were Qamed to the
honorable mention list in the EVCO
selections. Waters broke the school
single season assist record earlier.
The Eagles will lose only two
seniors this year with the rest of the
young squad returning. Hite and
Randy Harris will graduate. Both
have been instrumental in helping
to build winning seasons in the last
few years.

Eastern Eagles finished the
basketball season with Ron Cox
named to the All-Evergreen conference team for the second
straight year.
Cox, a 6-6 sophomore who hails
from Coulee City, hit 160 of 267
field goal attempts for 59.9 per
cent. He made good on 74 of 110
free throws for 67 .3 per cent. He
grabbed 319 rebounds for a 12.8
average, and lead the team in
recoveries with 71. In conference
play, he made good on 61.7 per
cent of his field goals, 68 per cent
on his free throws and averaged
12.6 rebounds a game.
Cox joins Western Washington's
Chuck Price, Oregon Institute of
Technology's Herb McEachin, Central Washington's Les Wyatt, OIT's
Jeri Marshall and Central's Steve
Page on the first EVCO team.
Bernie Hite lead the second team

•AIIAlbums'6.98&upD1SCOUNTED '2.00
•All Other Albums- DISCOUNTED '1.50
•Best Prices for Camera Film & Processing

• Cameras, Flashbulbs,& Batteries- now in stock

•Stereo's, TV's & Accessories Available

•Calculators, Citizenband, Shortwave, and

•TV and Stereo Rental & Service

"We Guarantee
Competent Personnel"

Blank Tapes (Reel-to-reel, 8-track, & cassette)
Hours: 9:30-6:00 p.m.

TOWN &COUNTRY TV &APPLIANCE
Authorized Radio Shack Franchise Dealer

"We Guarantee
Competitive Prices"

317 1st Street
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Chulos To Nationals

Women Gymnasts 6th At Regionals
By Jim Elliott
Sports Writer
On The Road
M.ONMOUTH, ORE. All the work, dedication, and hopes during a gymnastic season were put to the ultimate test last Friday and Saturday in Monmouth, Ore. The 1975 Northwest College Women's Sports Association
Gymnastics Championship, hosted by Oregon College of Education, brought
toget~er college gymnastic teams from Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and
Washington.
One of the 16 teams competing
for regional qualification for the teammates she asked coach Davis
Nation-al Association for Inter- what had happened. With a
collegiate Athletics for Women reassuring hug Davis told her she
(AIAW) Gymnastics Championships fell, but not to worry, "You gave it
were the women Eagles of Eastern. 125%". The tears began to trickle
Coach Maxine Davis' squad d0wn Ringen's face.
For the next Eagles it was puzzlebrought a 13-4 season record into
ment.
Mustard had breaks, scorethe meet and a young team con4.80,
Ellis fell and had breaks,
s is ting of one junior, two
score
-3.
7 5, N'orvell, a smooth
sophomores, and four freshwomen.
routine,
score-7.10,
Brown, consisFor the Eagles the trip was to start
tent
performance,
a
good routine,
out with great hopes of national
score-7.40,
and
then
Chulos.
qualification and end with te.ars, of
As a freshwcimen Chulos finished
disappointment, but an encouraging
sixth
in last: year's uneven chamoutlook for next season.
pionships. She had been the uneYen
Protest Opens Meet
le~der t~roughout most of the year
Eastern had a psychological ad- but this Friday afternoon some form
vantage at the beginning when the· errors, a missed hand stand, and a
order of events placed the Eagles in low hecht dismount resulted in a
the same order they had during the 6.25 score.
season; vault, unevens, balance
As the gymnasts started back to
beam, and floor exercise.
their seats there was puizlement
Leana Carollo, freshwoman, on their faces, disbelief that they
opened the vault with a 6.5 followed had only scored 20.75 points on one
by sophomore Tris Ellis' 6.2 and of their better ever:,ts, and a quiet
junior Becky Mustard's 6.55.
question of what was happening to
After freshwoman, Gail Norvell them.
hit 6.95, Linda Chulos put together
Norv~II Leads .Beam ·
a clean half-on-half-off vault that
While awa~ting· the start of the
was scored 7.9. With Eastern the
balance
beam, the Eagles watched
first team vaulting there was some
former
teammate
Bunny Moody,
concern that the scoring may have'
now at the University of
Washington, perform, and then give
her an appreciative applause.
Assistant coach Doug Nausid
rolled ·loose tape .into a ball .while
Ringen sat alone. Ellis did stretching
exercises on the floor, coach Davis
chatted ·with Norvell and Carollo in
the stands, and Mustard talked,
almost nervously, to a quiet Chulos.
As the two minute warning
ended, some of the women began
figuring what they needed · to
average for the next two events in
order to qualify for nationals as a
team. There was not the worry
about beating any other team or individual scores, just what Eastern
needed to qualify.
Carollo missed her mount on the
beam,
had a fall, and scored 3. 5.
LINDA CHULOS will compete at the
Ellis
had
three falls, score 3.75, and
AIAW National Championships on
Mustard
three falls as she hurried
floor exercise.
her routine for a score of 4.80.
And next up was Gail Norvell.
started out a little low. After Chulos'
vault coach Davis protested and She had never liked balance beam.
During intersquad at the start of the
asked for a score justification.
The results of that protest would season she had a disastrous routine
not be given until the end of the vowing she would never work the
vaulting competition and the Eagles beam again. But she came back
began to show some strain. (Chulos through the season, improved her
vault was rescored and she· was work, and now, with a smooth
mount, solid routine, no falls, and
given an 8.1.)
Pam Brown, a solid competitor hitting her dismount. she picked up
all year, popped a solid 8.35 vault to a 7.6 points. The Eagles came alive.
Brown had one fall enroute to her
close out Eastern's scoring with
23.20 points.
7.1 score after an excellent routine.
Chulos hit her mount on the beam,
"What's Happening To Us?"
began a steady performance, then
Unevens were the next event hit a series of bad breaks resulting
with Carol Ringen opening for in four falls and a 6.25 score.
Eastern. The freshwoman had a
The Eagles had 21.1 points for
good routine going until she started the beam and 65.05 points for
her circle glide kip and lost her grip three events. National qualifying
taking a hard fall on the mat. She standard was 96 points so with
was quickly back up, smiled bravely, floor exercise the only event left,
and finished her routine scoring the Eagles figured they needed
2.15. As she limped back to her three 10.4 scores to make it. 10.0 is

SANDWICHES with BEANS/ SALAD
$12s·

FAC
SAC

FRIDAY AFTERNOON CLUB

2:00-3:30
SATURDAY AFTERNOON CLUB

Beautiful Downtown Cheney

the maximum a gymnast can score.
Eagles Finish Sixth
Ringen opened the floor-x with a
5.65. Her exercise had excellent
dance but not enough difficulty in
tumbling. Ellis missed some of her
tumbling, had good 9ance, and
scored 6.35. Carollo's 6.80 was one
of her best of the year but as the
clock in the gymnastics room moved
to 4:10 p.m. the last three Eagles
were left with the hope of at least
an individual qualifier for nationals.
Brown scored. 7.0 with a routine
that had excellent tumbling but not
enough dance. Mustard hit a solid
7.7 but with no layout or tuck could
not pick up any more points. Chulos,
as she has throughout the year, put
on a dazzling performance. But a
few form breaks kept her score
'down' to only 8.55. But that was
enough to qualify her for nationals.
When the vault protest came in
and the scores were officially
relea.sed, the Eagles had 89.40
points and a sixth place finish.
The University of Washington
finished first with 100.7 points
followed. by Seattle Pacific-97.20,
OCE-96.65, University of Oregon95.0, and Pacific University-94.95.
3 Eagles In Regionals
When the meet was over it
appeared that Eastern would have
only Chulos in the Saturday competition to determine the Northwest
Region Championships.
Friday's meet was strictly for
national qualification but to compete Saturday, gymnasts had to
place in the top 12 on Friday. Davis
was informed that Chulos was the
only qualifier from Eastern as her
floor-x scores put her into Saturday
evening's meet.
For the rest of the team, Saturday was to be a sleep-in and then ,a
trip to the Oregon beaches. For
Davis it was m~etings and a surprise. The surprise was to be informed that Norvell and Brown had
also qualified for the regional championships on beam and vault,
respectively.
At that moment, both Eagles
were enjoying the mist and ocean
beaches almost fifty miles away. A
call to the highway patrol for
as sis ta n ce a.n d some pa c i ng
followed but the team arrived back
in time for the two Eagles to

Mustard's 24.25 and Ellis' 22.70.
One More Meet
When it wa s over, the bags
packed, and the Eagles about to
start the long drive home, rP.ftections on the weekend left hope for
another year.
Sixth place behind teams that
had gymnasts who compete yearround, sixth place with the scoring
coming from two freshwomen , a
sophomore, and a junior, sixth place
on bad breaks and some of the
season's weakest performances, all
this for coach Davis meant the
quest for team representation at
nationals next year cou ld be much
closer.
Before the season closes there
are two more items on the training
schedule. First, two weeks of practice before the last meet of the
year. The Eagles will hast a meet
Mar. 15 at 1 p.m. in Phase II against
Boise State, University of Idaho,
and Kalispell Gymnastics Club.
, Second, will be Chulos' preparation for the nationals ·in Hayward,
Calif. on April 3, 4, and 5. This is her
~econd trip to nationals where she
' placed in the top twenty in three
TRIS · El~IS wipes away a tear events last year.
following a disappointing beam
routine at last week's Regionals.
Teammate Gail Norvell talks her
with Carol Ringen in the foreground.
(PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
Athletic Director Dr. Robert
Anderson announced his resignaprepare for the evening's event.
tion ,from that post late last week.
Brown placed 8th with a
Anderson is completing his 15th
handspring ·vault score of 8.65. year at Eastern and his fifth year as
Davis said that she could have Athletic Director. And erson will be
scmed higher if she had been able reassigned as a physical education
to put a·twist into her vault. But for teacher.
the freshwoman who- opened the
He came to Eastern after obyear without having ever vaulted taining his . doctorate degree in
and suffered a neck injury early in pby,s1cal education from the Univerthe season, her placement was an sity of Oregon in 1960. He also
accomplishment in itself.
holds a B.A. an.d Masters degree
Norvell's work on her weakest from the University of Montana,
event turned out to be the come- where he played tackle and center
back story of the year. She had on the football team. He has been
one fall in her routine after a split assistant football coach and head
leap move on the beam but the tennis coach in past years at EWSC.
freshwoman placed ninth with a
"I accomplished what I set out to
7.60 score.
do," said Anderson. "Now it's time
Chulos worked her floor exercise to do something else."
with a jammed knee and much disAnderson is chairman of the
appointment but finished with an HPERA Facilities Planning Com8.5 for seventh place.
mittee and has been largely respon In team all-around scoring Brown sible for the con struction of EWSC's
won with 29.85 points, Chulos was $10.2 million Health and Physica l
second with 29.10, followed by Education complexe s.
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EASTERN'S WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS TEAM, on the left, lines up for introduction at last week's Regional Championships. From front to rear: Tris Ellis, Becky Mustard, Gail Norvell, Carol Ringen, Leana Carollo, Linda Chulos,
Pam Brown, coach Maxine Davis, and assistant coach Doug Nausid. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott)
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Easterner Profile

Sports Writer: Jim Elliott
HOME: Spokane

tbe easterner

PROFESSION: Sports Writer-Photographer
·HOBBIES: Wrib ng prose and poetry,
daydreaming, photography, being involved
with people.
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: "The Virtue of
Selfishness" By Ayn Rand.
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT: Survived two
weeks in a cast because of a torn cartilage
due to an erractic trampoline.
QUOTE: "The· epitome of life's frustrations
is the moral and social endowments coerced
upon us by a deluge of classless and hapless
conformists."
PROFILE: Will never let you down. Is the
point with in life 's circle that seeks to touch
everything and everyone. Positive, pensive.
PAPER: The Easterner

AUTHENTIC: There are more than 1 000 college newspapers but only one'
fine enough to bear the name, The
Easterner. The quality standards we set
have never varied. Into each story goes
the finest journalistic talent.

IF THE STATE WORKERS STRIKE work like this by Ralph Skjothaus
may come to a halt. Skjothaus, who works for Fiberglass Supply and
Contracting, was installing the new ceiling in the Easterner office this

week. Should t he state workers strike the possibility of other union
workers refusing to cross picket lines might cause the cessation of
cons truct ion work during th e strike. (PHOTO: Don McIntyre)

